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Abstract. The notable developments in pervasive and wireless technology en-
able us to collect enormous sensor data from each individual. With context-
aware technologies, these data can be summarized into context data which  
support each individual’s reflection process of one’s own memory and commu-
nication process between the individuals. To improve reflection and communi-
cation, this paper proposes an automatic cartoon generation method for fun. 
Cartoon is a suitable medium for the reflection and the communication of one’s 
own memory, especially for the emotional part. By considering the fun when 
generating cartoons, the advantage of the cartoon can be boosted. For the fun-
nier cartoon, diversity and consistency are considered during the cartoon gen-
eration. For the automated generation of diverse and consistent cartoon, context 
data which represent the user’s behavioral and mental status are exploited. 
From these context information and predefined user profile, the similarity be-
tween context and cartoon image is calculated. The cartoon image with high 
similarity is selected to be merged into cartoon cuts. Selected cartoon cuts are 
arranged with the constraints for the consistency of cartoon story. To evaluate 
the diversity and consistency of the proposed method, several operational ex-
amples are employed. 

1   Introduction 

Personal computing and World Wide Web fundamentally change each individual’s 
communication environments at home and the office. People in the world present 
their thought to a large number of anonymous people by posting articles, images and 
videos on their personal web page and web log. Pervasive computing environments 
will not only change and enhance our office environment, but also change our com-
munication pattern in the relationship with family members, friends and business 
partners in the everyday life. Through the sensors such as GPS, visual and audio sen-
sors in the pervasive computing environment, we can collect log data from each indi-
vidual’s daily life. These logged sensor data can be employed to infer user’s behavior, 
emotion, and surrounding by applying context-aware techniques [1]. Such inferred 
context data are useful in summarizing an individual’s daily life. Like a personal di-
ary, summarized context is helpful in reflecting one’s own memory and in strengthen-
ing the communication process. Even though multimedia representation of the context 
like images and videos could be more ambiguous than simple text, multimedia is 
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more effective to represent and share impressions about personal experiences [2]. Par-
ticularly, cartoon can effectively express personal emotion. Especially, funny cartoon 
enhances the impression of personal experiences. To make funnier contents, contents 
designers make various patterns in the contents while considering users’ cognitive  
acceptability [3]. 

For the automated generation of funny cartoon, this paper focuses on the diversity 
of cartoon images and the consistency of cartoon story. Various patterns in the car-
toon can be made by diverse cartoon images, and the readers’ cognitive acceptance is 
considered using consistency constraints. For the automatic cartoon generation, we 
compose character and background images from the user profile and landmark con-
text events. To find appropriate character and background images to the landmark 
events, semantic similarities between landmarks and images are computed. After 
composing, generated cartoon cuts are reorganized using consistency constraints to 
keep the consistency of cartoon story. The formal description of the problem is the 
following. Given a tuple L of n landmark events, a cartoon story CSk is a tuple CSk = 
{CCk1, CCk2, …, CCkn} where 

• L = {event1, event2, …,eventn} is a tuple of landmark events in which eventx is the 
xth event that is extracted from daily context data; 

• CCkm = {CartoonImagekm1, CartoonImagekm2, …, CartoonImagekmh} is a tuple of 
cartoon images that describe the cartoon cut which is the most feasible to the mth 
event and consists of h different types of cartoon images, i.e., character image, 
background image, etc. 

2   Related Works 

With the development of pervasive and mobile technology, many context aware re-
searches are going on. R. Miikkulainen proposed the episodic memory that catego-
rizes stories and recovers script-based memories by hierarchal SOM (Self-organizing 
Feature Maps) [4]. E. Horvitz made a Bayesian network representation of human 
cognitive behavior [5]. He also designed a learning model that found out critical 
events from online calendar software. Together with context-aware researches, many 
researchers have been studying about how to represent these context data effectively. 
B. Viégas of MIT media laboratory created two visualizations from email archives. 
One highlighted social networks and the other depicted the temporal rhythms of inter-
actions with individuals [6]. ATR institute in Japan developed ComicDiary [7] as sub-
system of C-MAP project which was visitor guidance system for exhibition. 
ComicDiary organizes scenario using story stream method and composes the cartoon 
image and text using template. Because our research focuses on the diversity of car-
toon composition, methods using predefined templates will generate only limited set 
of cartoons. 

When we compose character and background images with user’s context data, there 
is a process that finds relevant images for context data. For this process, we can utilize 
image retrieval researches [8]. Generally, there are two kinds of retrieval methods. One 
is QBK (query-by-keywords) and the other is QBE (query-by-example). When we 
compose a cartoon image, QBK approach is more applicable. M. Inoue suggested im-
age retrieval methods for lightly annotated images by using image similarities [9]. In 
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the retrieval process, annotations in the images can be used as query keywords. In the 
sense that QBK requires to compute semantic similarities between keywords and the 
images, it can be compared to compose various web services with user’s service re-
quest. To compose web services, Cardoso matches service object (SO) and service 
template (ST) in the web service searching process [10]. SO defines the real web ser-
vice component that system wants to find, and ST defines the functions of web service 
that user requests. Matching process consists of two steps. At first, system looks for SO 
that is the most similar to ST using structural and functional similarities. After that, to 
match actual functions of SO and ST, semantic similarity between functions of SO and 
ST is utilized. Semantic similarity is computed by employing the numerical formula 
similar to Jaccard coefficient like in the following equation. 

rqp

p
sij ++

=  . (1) 

Sij = similarities between object i and object j 
p = number of attributes that object i and object j all have 
q = number of attributes that object i has, but object j does not 
r = number of attributes that object j has, but object i does not 

3   Cartoon Generation Method 

Entire process of cartoon generation is shown in Fig. 1. It selects the character and 
background images in the similarity of the landmark events from context-aware mod-
ule with user profile. In selection process, semantic similarity between images and 
landmark event is calculated based on the predefined annotations for the images. Af-
ter selecting the cartoon cuts for each context data, they are organized into a story 
stream to make a plausible cartoon story. 

 

Fig. 1. Cartoon generation process 
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3.1   Landmark Events and User Profile 

For the automatic composition of cartoon images, landmark events and user profile 
are used as input data. A landmark event is a set eventx = (<Behavior>, <Environ-
ment>) is the xth landmark event in chronological order which describes the important 
event happened during the day consists of behavioral and environmental landmarks. 
Behavioral landmark <Behavior> is a set of keywords that describe user’s action and 
emotional status. Environmental landmark <Environment> is a set of keywords that 
describe the place where the event happens. User profile is a set of values that reflect 
the user’s preference about the cartoon image. For example, preferred character style 
and preference about exaggerated cartoon image can be used as attribute. 

3.2   Cartoon Cut Composition 

A cartoon cut CCkm = {CharacterImagekm,   BackgroundImagekm} is a tuple of cartoon 
images that describe the cartoon cut which is the kth feasible cartoon composition to 
the mth landmark event. To compose diverse cartoon cuts, we match landmark events 
and images in a flexible way. After defining images with the keywords from the same 
ontology which define landmark events, we match cartoon image and landmark event 
by the semantic similarity between them. By means of semantic similarity, we cannot 
only acquire various cartoon cuts from limited images but also easily expand the an-
notation of landmark events and cartoon images. At first, semantic similarity between 
the cartoon images and landmark events are calculated using the equation (2). From 
the images whose similarities are higher than certain threshold, the candidate list of 
cartoon cuts is generated. The threshold for image selection is defined in considera-
tion of cartoon diversity and computational cost. Lower threshold will compose more 
diverse cartoon expression, but will require more computational cost for the consis-
tency constraint violation check. 

|)()()(|
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(2) 

Similarity(eventm, imagekmh) = similarities between eventm and imagekmh 
eventm = the mth landmark event 
imagekmh = cartoon image of type h in the kth feasible cartoon cut composition  

for the mth landmark event 
UP  = user profile 
p(X)  = a set of attributes that object X has 

3.3   Cartoon Story Composition 

After image selection process for cartoon cut composition, a number of cartoon cuts 
are acquired for each landmark event. These cartoon cut lists are organized into story 
stream to select a cartoon story from available stories. The story stream is a graph 
constructed by connecting cartoon cuts satisfying two conditions m ≠n and a tuple {x, 
y}∉ConsitencyConstraints where 
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• CCkm is the kth feasible cartoon cut composition for the mth landmark event; 
• CCjn is the jth feasible cartoon cut composition for the nth landmark event; 
• ConsistencyConstraints is a set of tuples that consist of the preceding relationship 

between behaviors or emotions. For the preceding relationship in consistency con-
straints, the consistency of the character’s emotion and the character image style 
are considered. For an example, (“Very happy”, “Very sad”); 

• K(X) = p(imageX1)∪p(imageX2)∪…∪p(imageXl) is a union of keyword sets that 
describe images (imageX1, imageX2,…, imageXl) in cartoon cut X; 

• x ∈ K(CCkm) and y ∈ K(CCjn). 

After constructing cartoon story stream, available cartoon stories are searched 
through the story stream graph using the process described in Fig. 2.  One cartoon 
story among the candidates is randomly selected to be presented as the final cartoon. 

CartoonCutList, two dimensional array of cartoon cuts 
ConsistencyConstraints, the constraints defines the 
preceding relationship between two behaviors and emo-
tions 
ComicStripList, a list of available cartoon stories 

Func Init() 
  For C1 in CartoonCutList[1] 
    Scenario.add(C1) 
    Search(C1, Scenario, 1) 
    Scenario.remove(C1) 

Func Search(CartoonCut Cn, Scenario, Level) 
  Scenario.add(Cn) 
  IF (Level is CartoonCutList.Length) 
    ComicStripList.add(Scenario) 
    Scenario.remove(Cn) 
    return 
  For dc in CartoonCutList[Level+1] 
    Bn ← BehaviorOf(Cn) 
    Bn+1 ← BehaviorOf(Cn+1) 
    If (ConsistencyConstraints.has(Bn,Bn+1) is false) 
      Search(Cn+1, Scenario, Level+1) 
  Scenario.remove(Cn) 
  return 

Fig. 2. Cartoon story search process 

4   Operational Examples 

4.1   Scenario Description 

Because the fun of the composed cartoon story can be evaluated only in subjective 
measure, we evaluate the fun of the cartoon by evaluating the diversity and the consis-
tency of the cartoon. To evaluate the generated cartoon story, we create sample  
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Table 1. Landmark context examples 

ID Behavioral landmark Environmental landmark 
1 Movement, MP3, Stand Bus, Indoor 
2 Study, Take a class, Sit University, Classroom, Indoor 
3 Eat, Korean Food, Sit University, Dinning Room, Indoor 
4 Talk, Phone, Stand University, Outdoor 
5 Cheer, Watch, Stand Stage, Outdoor 
6 Drink, Beer, Sit, Cheer Drinking House, Bar, Indoor 

Table 2. Category of keywords to describe landmark events and cartoon images 

Category of keywords Examples (Number of total keywords) 

Basic Stand, Sit, Phone, See, Kiss, …(16) 

Movement Work, Run, Car, Bus, Subway(5) 
At home Cook, Bath, Shower, Makeup, …(12) 
In work Study, Paperwork, Presentation, …(11) 

Entertainment Dance, Sing, Game, …(8) 

Sports Tennis, Golf, Ski, Swim, Yoga, …(9) 

Action 

Others Umbrella, Shopping back, …(7) 

Behavior 

Emotion  Happy, Sad, Angry, Surprised, …(30) 
Indoors Classroom, Cafeteria, Office, … (45) 
Midtown Sidewalk, Shopping quarters, … (21) 
Nature Woods, Mountain, Beach, …(38) 

Place 

Imaginary Heaven, Hell, Space, …(35) 
Weather  Sunny, Cloudy, Rainy, …(21) 

Season Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter (4) 

Environment

Time 
Day/Night Day, Night (2) 

Cartoon Style  Oriental, Western (2) User Prefer-
ence Exaggeration  Exaggerated, Non-exaggerated (2) 

scenario landmark events described in Table 1. Description of landmark events and 
cartoon images are annotated using the keywords in Table 2. For each landmark, simi-
larities between cartoon character and background images are computed with user 
profile using the cartoon cut composition method. Computed similarities between a 
landmark event event4 and some of cartoon character images are shown in Fig. 3. The 
cartoon images with the similarity over 50% are selected to be composed into cartoon 
cuts. These cartoon cuts are arranged into story stream graph as depicted in Fig. 4. 
Using story stream graph, final cartoon story is composed with cartoon cuts which do 
not violate the consistency constraints as shown in Table 3. With composed cartoon  
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Fig. 3. Semantic similarities between character images and the landmark event (ID =4) 

 

Fig. 4. A part of story streams generated by a landmark context example. Each box represents a 
cartoon cut which composed of annotations of the character image and the background image. 
Dashed lines represent the relation which violates the consistency constraints. 

story, image representation of cartoon story is generated. Fig. 5 shows one of the 
composed cartoon story images. To evaluate the method, four composed cartoon story 
images were shown to participants. 
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Table 3. A part of consistency constraints 

 ID Preceding Behavior Irrelevant Following Behavior 
1 Very Happy Very Sad 
2 Happy Very Sad 
3 Very Sad Very Happy 
4 Very Sad Happy 
5 Sad Very Happy 

 

 

Fig. 5. A composed cartoon story from landmark examples in Table 1 to evaluate the diversity 
and the consistency 

4.2   Evaluation of Generated Cartoons 

By composed cartoon stories, user evaluation tests for cartoon cuts and cartoon story 
were performed with five participants. For each question, 5-point scale measure is 
used to grade an item. At first, cartoon cuts generated by a landmark example are 
evaluated in the criteria of the diversity and the descriptiveness. Fig. 6 shows the 
evaluation results. After cartoon cut evaluation, diversity and consistency of four car-
toon stories were asked to the participants. The diversity of cartoon stories results in 
4.0 of average and 1.0 of standard deviation, and the consistency of cartoon stories is 
depicted in Fig. 7. These data are not enough for the statistical significance, but the 
average score for each criterion shows affirmative tendencies.  
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Fig. 6. Diversity and descriptiveness of cartoon cuts for each landmark event (n=5) 
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Fig. 7. Consistency Scores of four generated cartoon stories (n=5) 

5   Concluding Remarks 

To strengthen the effectiveness of the communication and the reflection of everyday 
mobile life, we generate funny cartoons with landmark events. From the landmark 
events and the user profile, we generate the cartoon cuts by applying semantic simi-
larity between the context events and the images. Theses cartoon cuts are arranged 
into a cartoon story by using consistency constraints. By these methods, we can ac-
quire a variety of funny cartoon stories with consistency. Because we use rather sim-
ple composition method, it can be smoothly used to compose the cartoons even in the 
limited mobile environments. But in this method, to exactly describe cartoon images, 
too much annotation costs are required to define cartoon images with a set of key-
words. To decrease the annotation cost, cartoon image should be described with less 
keywords. By utilizing ontology like ConceptNet [11] or LifeNet [12], the annotation 
cost can be decreased. The approach with ontology can be also useful in selecting ap-
propriate cartoon images and cartoon stories with landmark events. More fundamental 
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approach to decrease annotation costs like automatic image annotation [13] will be 
more plausible. Our future works include ontology design for the cartoon image and 
landmark events annotation. 
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